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Abstract - A nominal altitude-velocity longitudinal
entry trajectory is planned and tracked for a Generic
Hypersonic Vehicle (GHV) in this paper. The entry
corridor is presented which is defined by the dynamic
pressure, normal acceleration, heating constraints, and the
so-called Quasi-Equilibrium Glide Condition (QEGC). The
flyability of the vehicle along the nominal trajectory is
carefully analyzed for further validation of the selected
nominal trajectory. The control scheme mainly consists of
two loops: a guidance loop and an attitude loop, of which
the latter is separated into the slow and fast loops with the
time-scale separation theory. Inversion control is employed
in these three loops, and an integration feedback approach
is especially added into the inversion controller to
eliminate the tracking error. Simulations demonstrate that
the nominal trajectory is designed appropriately and
tracked well.
Index Terms –Hypersonic Vehicle, Entry Trajectory Tracking,
Inversion Control, Integration Feedback

I. INTRODUCTION
As a lot of efforts have been made to develop next
generation of Reusable Launch Vehicles (RLVs) and
hypersonic military vehicles, the design of robust and practical
guidance control systems for hypersonic entry vehicles has
received more and more attention in these decades [1]-[2]. The
entry flight, as the transition phase from cruise flight to the
Terminal Area Energy Management (TAEM) phase, has to
operate over a broad flight envelope. The aerodynamic
characteristics and state variables within this envelope vary
widely and the flight trajectory must satisfy many constraints
[3]. All of these make the entry trajectory tracking to be an
important but difficult problem. As a milestone, the Space
Shuttle Orbiter [4] constructed a series of basic guidance and
control concepts for entry vehicles, and many later researches
were derived from it.
As discussed in this paper, the nominal profile tracking
guidance is an efficient entry guidance method, which was
exemplified by the Space Shuttle Orbiter. The centrepiece of
this method relies on two main components. One is the
planning of nominal profiles on the ground before mission; the
other is on-board closed-loop tracking of these nominal
trajectory profiles [5]. The nominal trajectories are often in the
form of functions of the velocity or energy, such as drag-
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versus-energy trajectory and altitude-versus-velocity trajectory
[5]-[6]. The reference trajectory design is an optimization
problem with multiple targets and constraints, which is usually
a complex work. Once reference trajectory profiles are
generated, our concern should turn to design a closed-loop
controller to track these planned trajectories.
Generally, entry control system includes two loops: the
outer guidance loop and the inner attitude loop. The former is
to design the control laws of the angle of attack and bank angle
to track the planned reference trajectories. The latter is to
design the control laws of the deflection angles of the elevator,
aileron, and rudder such that the attitude system can track the
required commands of the guidance loop. The thrust control
should also be included into the attitude loop if the Reaction
Control System (RCS) is used. In the literature, lots of
methods aiming at entry control system design have been
investigated. Ref. [6] applied model reference adaptive control
to track the planned nominal altitude-velocity trajectory, but
the flyability was not added into the trajectory constraints. Ref.
[7] designed a control law based on a characteristic model, and
[8] developed a predictive control law based on the statedependent Riccati equations of the entry vehicle, but both only
discussed the attitude loop and the reference commands were
too simple to verify the controllers in practical situations.
Within the last decades, dynamic inversion control, with its
simplicity and practicability, has become a popular
methodology in aircraft flight controller design [9]-[10],
especially for aircrafts with extensive flight envelopes, like
entry vehicles. It is also the approach we take in this paper.
Our objective in this paper is to address the whole design
scheme of the longitudinal entry trajectory tracking for the
Generic Hypersonic Vehicle (GHV) [11], including the
trajectory planning, guidance control, and attitude control. As
the trajectory planning gets less concern, a straight path is
designed in the form of altitude-versus-velocity profile to
simplify the design process. All of the entry corridor
constraints are considered, and the flyability along this
trajectory is analysed for further validation of the planned
trajectory. As for the control problem, we first separate the
attitude system into fast-state and slow-state loops with the
time-scale separation theory; then inversion control is applied
into the guidance, fast-state, and slow-state loops. At last,
integration feedback is especially applied to eliminate the
tracking errors resulting from modelling error and other
uncertain factors.
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II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Entry Model
The entry model of GHV is similar to other aircrafts.
Three tips should be addressed before presenting the
equations. Firstly, the rotation of the Earth is safely ignored in
this paper. Secondly, as the sideslip angle is controlled to be
around zero, the side force is ignored in the equations of
velocity and flight-path angle. Finally, the GHV can be
modelled as an axisymmetric plant as both the XOZ and XOY
planes are symmetric, thus the products of inertia in these two
planes are zero, which will be reflected in the roll, pitch, and
yaw rate equations. The standard point-mass entry dynamics of
the unpowered GHV can be described as follows [7][9]:
h V sin J
(1)
V

 D m  g sin J

(2)
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« L cos P  m( g  ) cos J »
¼
r
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 L  mg cos J cos P
D q  tan
t E ( p cos D  r sin D ) 
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Y cos E  mg cos J sin P
E p sin
i D  r cos D 
mV
p cos D  r sin D
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( L tan J sin P  L tan E
P
mV
ccos E
 Y tan J cos P cos E  mg cos J cos P tan E )
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(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

ª¬ L  ( I y  I z )qr º¼ I x
¬ª M  ( I z  I x ) pr ¼º I y

(7)
(8)

ª¬ N  ( I x  I y ) pq º¼ I z
(9)
The nomenclature can be referred to [9]. In these
equations, (1)-(3) govern the dynamics of the guidance loop,
i.e. the altitude, velocity, and flight-path angle. Equations (4)(6) govern the slow states of the attitude loop, i.e. the angle of
attack, sideslip angle, and bank angle. Equations (7)-(9)
govern the fast states, i.e. the roll, pitch, and yaw rate. The
aerodynamic data are from the NASA technical memorandum
[11]-[12]. It should be noted that, in order to cover the whole
flight envelope, the aerodynamic coefficients are in the form of
high-order polynomials rather than simple linear expressions,
therefore the controller design may be slightly different from
other researches, which will be reflected in the later section.
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The air density model is as follow:
(10)
U U0 exp(h / h0 )
where U 0 is the air density of the sea level (about 1.2266
kg / m3 ) and the constant h0 7315.2 m .
B. Tracking Problem Statement
The entry tracking problem consists of the reference
trajectory planning, outer guidance control, and inner attitude
control. Usually, the trajectory planning and guidance are
integrated as one problem, where the former is to find a
T
reference optimal state trajectory x > h V J @ and the
T
latter is to track this reference trajectory with u >D P @ as
the control. As usual, the angle of attack is pre-designed as a
function of Mach number, so the actual control of the guidance
loop mainly comes from the modification of the bank angle.
The control variables D and P of the guidance loop are
virtual controls, which means it cannot directly reflect the
effects of the actuators. So the objective of the attitude loop is
to design control laws for the actual control variables G a , G e ,
and G r , which respectively denote the deflections of the
aileron, elevator, and rudder, such that the attitude loop can
track the reference commands of angle of attack and bank
angle coming from the guidance loop. In addition, the sideslip
angle E is usually required to keep zero.
In this paper, the GHV is at a cruise condition
( V0 4590 m / s , h0 46540 m , J 0 E0 P0 0 rad , and
D 0 0.0306 rad ) before entry flight. The terminal point of
entry is selected at VT 1250 m / s and hT 26500 m . The
magnitude limits of the deflections are as follow:
30 d G a , G e , G r d 30
(11)
Other limits will be given during the design procedure.
C. Control scheme
The centrepiece of the control scheme is three inversion
controllers that respectively control the guidance loop, slowstate loop, and fast-state loop. Separating the attitude loop into
fast states ( p , q , and r ) and slow states ( D , E , and P ) can
simplify the controller design. This method can only be
justified if there is a significant difference in time scale
between the fast and slow states in the open-loop plant. It will
be shown later that this is the case with GHV and most other
aircrafts [9]. As the inversion controller is inherently a PD
controller, two integrators with magnitude limits are added
into h and D channels to eliminate the tracking errors. The
configuration of the whole control system is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 The configuration of the whole control scheme
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III. NOMINAL TRAJECTORY PLANNING

6

x 10

5.5

A. Entry Corridor
The entry flight should obey the so-called “hard limits” in
terms of the maximum dynamic pressure, normal acceleration,
and heating rate. To guarantee the vehicle will not rebound but
directly glide to the TAEM domain, the Quasi-Equilibrium
Glide Condition (QEGC) is further added to form a “soft
limit”. These four constraints are written as follows [5]:
(12)
q d qmax

Cq UV

3.15
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m
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(14)

L t m( g  V 2 r )
(15)
where qmax , nmax , and Qmmax are the maximum dynamic
pressure, normal acceleration, and heating rate respectively,
and C q is a constant relying on the configuration of the
vehicle. The lift and drag forces are computed as
L 0.5 UV 2 S ref CL , and D 0.5 UV 2 S ref CD .
Because the nominal trajectory is in the altitude-velocity
space, these four constraints should be transformed into that
space accordingly. Take (12) for an example. Since
q 0.5UV 2 , where U is represented in (10), we can transform
(12) into the altitude-velocity space as:
§ U V2 ·
(16)
h t h0 ln ¨ 0 ¸
© 2qmax ¹
Similarly , (13)-(15) can be transformed as follows:
ª U V 2 Sref (CL cos D  CD sin D ) º
(17)
h t h0 ln « 0
»
2mnmax
¬
¼
§ C 2 U V 6.3 ·
(18)
h t h0 ln ¨¨ q 0 2 ¸¸
© Q max ¹
ª U S C V2 º
(19)
h d h0 ln « 0 ref L2
»
¬ 2m( g  V r0 ) ¼
Equations (16)-(19) constitute the entry corridor, and entry
trajectories should all stay in this corridor. As the main
purpose of this paper is to address the control law design
rather than the trajectory planning, we choose a simple straight
line from the initial point to the terminal TAEM point as the
nominal trajectory, which can be expressed as:
h 6V  19000, 1250 d V d 4590
(20)
For this
th
vehicle, qmax 100 kpa , nmax 4 g , and
Qmax 800 kW / m 2 , the entry corridor and the nominal
trajectory are shown in Fig. 2. It is verified that the QEGC
forms the upper bound of the corridor, and the dynamic
pressure, normal acceleration, and heating rate constitute the
lower bound. It is also verified that the nominal trajectory (20)
does stay within the entry corridor.
C. Flyability Analysis
Flyability here means that when the altitude and velocity of
the vehicle are on the nominal trajectory, the required controls
for the vehicle to stay on the curve should be within the
capability of the vehicle [5]. From (1)-(2), we can derive that:

Heating Rate

QEGC

4.5

Fig. 2 Entry corridor and the nominal trajectory

d 2h
dV 2

[(mV sin
i J  mV J cos J )( D  mg sin J )
 mV sin J ( Dh / h0  UVVSCD  2mgh sin J / ( r0  h) (21)

 mgJ cos J )] / [[( D  mg sin J ) 2 V ]
Equation (21) shows the effect of the bank angle appears in
d 2 h / dV 2 through the presence of J . We define the flyability
corridor here as the possible values of d 2 h / dV 2 when P
varies from 0 to 90 deg. The physical interpretation of the
corridor boundaries is that they represent the limits of
acceleration for the vehicle to pull up or dive, respectively.
For a given point on the nominal trajectory, h and V are
available, thus D is obtained as a function of V . The
corresponding flight-path angle J can be derived from (1), (2),
and (20) as follow:
ª 6 D º
J arcsin «
(22)
»
¬ m(V  6 g ) ¼

Therefore, once a point on the reference trajectory is given,
values of h , V , J , and D are all available, thus (21) defines
a relationship among d 2 h / dV 2 , V , and P . When P is set to
0 deg and 90 deg, the relationship between d 2 h / dV 2 and
V defines the upper and lower boundaries of the flyability
corridor. As for the reference trajectory, we can easily
conclude from (20) that d 2 h / dV 2 { 0 .
The flyability corridor is depicted in Fig. 3. It is seen that
the reference trajectory does stay within this corridor. If the
velocity keeps reducing to about 1100 m/s, the trajectory will
exceed the upper boundary, in which case the guidance control
may fail. This situation will be validated in the later section.
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IV. GUIDANCE CONTROL

ҋ. ATTITUDE CONTROL

Now that we have designed a trajectory that stays in both
the entry and flyability corridors, control laws of the guidance
loop should be then designed to track this trajectory.
From the guidance perspective, the angle of attack D is
often preselected as a function of Mach number. At the
beginning of the entry flight, D should be kept large to reduce
the velocity rapidly. The dynamic pressure descends as the
velocity goes down, so the reference angle of attack should
descend accordingly in the end, or the vehicle cannot provide
such a large angle of attack because of actuator saturation.
Based on the vehicle characteristics and control capability, we
design the angle of attack profile (in rad) as follow:
, Ma t 7
0.25
(23)
Dc ®
2
¯0.25  0.0065( Ma  7) , 4  Ma  7
As D is a fixed profile, the main control comes from the
bank angle. Since the nominal trajectory is in altitude-velocity
space, we choose the altitude as the output, and the dynamic
inversion control is applied. Differentiating (1), we obtain:
h V sin
in J  V J cos J
(24)

The guidance loop has obtained the controls D c and P c to
track the nominal trajectory, but these controls cannot directly
reflect the action of actuators. In attitude loop, D c and P c are
taken as the reference commands, and the objective is to
determine the final actual control laws of the actuator
deflections. The attitude loop is separated into slow-state and
fast-state loops with the time-scale separation theory.
A. Slow-State Loop
The slow states D , E , and P governed by (4)-(6) have
close relationship with the fast states p , q , and r . Here an
implicit assumption is that the transient dynamics of the fast
states occur so quickly that they have tracked their commands
exactly, thus have negligible effect on the slow states.
Rewriting (4)-(6) yields
ªD º ª fD º
ª pº
«E » « f »  g « q »
(31)
s « »
« » « E»
«
»
¬« P ¼» ¬ f P ¼
¬« r ¼»
where

fD ( L  mg cos J cos P ) (mV cos E )
f E (Y cos E  mg cos J sin P ) (mV )

Substituting for V and J from (2) and (3), we obtain the
following affine nonlinear system:
(25)
h f P  gP u
where
fP

( D m  g sin J )sin J  ª¬V 2 (r0  h)  g º¼ cos2 J
g P L cos J m ,
u cos P
(26)

Substituting (26) into (25) yields:
h hr  e X

(27)

where e hr  h , and hr is the reference altitude. System (27)
can be controlled with diverse linear system control methods.
Here we utilize the state feedback approach to assign desired
closed-loop poles of the tracking error system. The control law
is in the form as follow:
X hr  k1e  k2 e
(28)
where e hr  h , e hr  h , k1 and k2 are the to-be-designed
parameters. At last, we substitute (28) into (26) to obtain the
original control law as
u hr  f P  k1e  k2e gP
(29)
The above inversion controller is inherently a PD controller,
where k1 and k2 are the proportion and differentiation gains
respectively. This controller cannot eliminate the tracking
error resulting from modeling error and other uncertain
factors. Therefore, we especially add an integrator with
magnitude limit into (29). The final guidance control law is
Because u

hr  f P  k1e  k2 e  k3 ³ edt

gP

cos P , the required bank angle is Pc

( L tan J sin P  L tan E  Y tan J cos P cos E
 mg cos J cos P tan E ) / ( mV )

ª  cos D tan E 1  sin D tan E º
«
 cos D »»
sin D
0
«
«¬ cos D sec E 0 sin D sec E »¼
The desired values of E and P are specified by the
following closed-loop dynamics:
(32)
Ed ZE (Ec  E )
gs

Now we define a new input X and select u as follow:
u (X  f P ) g P

u

fP

(30)

Pc

ZP ( P c  P )

(33)

Since P c is the required bank angle of the guidance loop which
g rapidly, P c is put through a low-pass filter to
may change
compute P d as shown in Fig. 1, which may avoid causing
ter
actuator chattering.
The desired values of D is similarly
computed to E . However, tracking error still remains in the
channel of the angle of attack, so another integrator with
magnitude limit is added, which yields
D d ZD (Dc  D )  kD ³ (Dc  D )dt
(34)
Here the bandwidths ZD and Z E are set at 0.4 rad/s, and Z P
is set at 0.3 rad/s. These bandwidths are smaller than ordinary
d/s) due to the configuration of the vehicle.
aircrafts (about 2rad/s)
Now that D d , E d , and P d are all obtained, the fast-state
commands, denoted by pc , qc , and rc , are given by applying
inversion to (31) as follow:
§ ªD d º ª fD º ·
ª pc º
« q » g 1 ¨ « E »  « f » ¸
(35)
s ¨« d »
« E »¸
« c»
¨ «P » « fP » ¸
«¬ rc »¼
©¬ d ¼ ¬ ¼¹

arccos u .
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N | N 0  N a G a  N eG e  N r G r
(39)
It should be stressed that because the Taylor expansions are
updated during every sampling period, the approximations are
highly reliable.
Substituting (37)-(39) into (7)-(9) gives the affine form as:
ªG a º
ª pº ª f p º
« q » « f »  g «G »
(40)
f « e»
« » « q»
«¬G r »¼
«¬ r »¼ «¬ f r »¼

to add integral terms into (41)-(43). The final control laws for
the actuators are given as follow:
§ ª pd º ª f p º ·
ªG a º
«G » g 1 ¨ « q »  « f » ¸
(44)
f
¨« d » « q »¸
« e»
¨« r » « f »¸
«¬G r »¼
©¬ d ¼ ¬ r ¼¹
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In simulation, 10% of parametric uncertainty is added to
the model. These uncertain parameters include the air density
of the sea level, the mass of vehicle, the reference wing area,
the span, the mean aerodynamic chord, and the roll, pitch, and
yaw moments of inertia. The performance of the inversion
control with integral feedback is depicted through Fig. 4-5.
Fig. 4 shows the reference and actual altitude-velocity
trajectories. It is seen that the controller tracks the nominal
trajectory well with a small overshoot at the beginning. Fig. 5
describes the reference and actual bank angles and angles of
attack. At the beginning, because the vehicle suddenly turns
from cruise to entry flight, the reference bank angle chatters
sharply. However, the computed bank angle stays relatively
smooth due to the low-pass filter. Without this filter, heavy
chattering may happen to the actuators and the control scheme
may fail. The short-term chattering of angle of attack at the
beginning is also caused by the sharp changes of the reference
bank angle. When the Mach number reduces to 7, the
reference angle of attack goes down as the nominal profile
(23) specifies.
4
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Altitude (m)

B. Fast-State Loop
The fast states p , q , and r are governed by (7)-(9). The
objective of the fast-state control is to find the control laws of
the actuator deflections, i.e. G a , G e , and G r , such that the
commands pc , qc , and rc can be tracked.
From the inversion control perspective, (7)-(9) should be
rewritten into an affine nonlinear form. However, this cannot
be derived directly because the aerodynamic coefficients in
this paper are high-order polynomials instead of linear
expressions [12]. Take (7) as an example. The rolling moment
is L qbS ref Cl , where Cl is in the form as follow:
pb
rb
Cl ClE E  Cl , da  Cl , de  Cl , dr  Cl p ( )  Clr ( ) (36)
2V
2V
In (36), Cl , d a , Cl , de , and Cl , d r are high-order polynomials of
G a , G e , and G r , respectively. To write (7) in an affine form,
we need to transform these aerodynamic coefficients into
linear expressions of the deflections. Here, the first-order
Taylor expansion is used to approximate the aerodynamic
coefficients. This process transforms L as follow:
L | L0  LaG a  LeG e  Lr G r
(37)
where L0 represents the rolling moment independent on the
actuators, while La , Le , and Lr represent the moments that
depend on G a , G e , and G r respectively. Similar process yields
the pitching moment M and yawing moment N as:
M | M 0  M a G a  M eG e  M r G r
(38)
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Fig. 4 Reference and actual entry trajectory

ª¬ N0  ( I x  I y ) pq º¼ I z
Le I x
Lr I x º
ª La I x
g f «« M a I y M e I y M r I y »»
«¬ N a I z N e I z N r I z »¼
The desired values of p , q , and r are specified by the
following closed-loop dynamics:
pd Z p ( pc  p)
(41)
fr

Zq (qc  q)
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The bandwidths Z p , Z q , and Z r are set at 2 rad/s, which are
sufficiently beyond the bandwidths of the slow states to avoid
coupling between the slow and fast dynamics. As the fast
states track the commands well in simulation, there is no need
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which defines the control capability of the vehicle, is an
important consideration for trajectory planning as shown in
Fig. 7. As for the control system, inversion control is used in
both the guidance and attitude loops. For the attitude control,
the system is separated into a fast-state loop and a slow-state
loop with the time-scale separation theory. In order to
transform the fast-state loop into an affine system so that the
inversion control can be applied, the high-order aerodynamic
coefficients are approximated by the first-order Taylor
expansions at each sampling point. At last, two integrators
with magnitude limits are especially added into the altitude
and angle of attack paths to eliminate the steady error.
Simulation results indicate that the whole scheme work well
for the trajectory tracking problem.
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Fig. 6 Entry trajectory with the altitude integrator cancelled
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To demonstrate the effects of the integral feedback, we
cancel the integrator in the altitude channel. The tracking
result is shown in Fig. 6. At first, there is no tracking error
because the initial point is exactly on the nominal trajectory,
while as time goes by, a steady error appears and cannot be
eliminated. This is because the original inversion controller is
inherently a PD controller which needs an integrator to
completely cancel the steady error. Similar situation can also
be demonstrated in the angle of attack channel.
In the end, we will validate the effect of the flyability
corridor. As discussed in Section ċ, the trajectory exceeds the
flyability corridor when the velocity reduces to about 1100
m/s. This will not happen in our research because the terminal
velocity of the entry flight is 1250 m/s. To show the influence
of this corridor, we change the terminal velocity to 1000 m/s.
Fig. 7 shows the reference and actual trajectories under this
situation. It is seen that the controller loses its tracking ability
when the velocity reduces to around 1100 m/s, then the
altitude drops rapidly. This result exactly matches to our
analysis in Section ċ. Thus, the flyability corridor is quite an
important consideration in the trajectory planning procedure.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The entry trajectory tracking scheme for the Generic
Hypersonic Vehicle involves two components: the trajectory
planning and tracking control. In this paper, a nominal entry
trajectory in altitude-velocity space is planned, which stays in
both the entry and flyability corridors. The flyability corridor,
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